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Summary

Use of DNA pooling for GWAS has been demonstrated to reduce genotypic costs up to 90%
while achieving similar power to individual genotyping. Recent work has focused on use of
DNA pooling to inform problems in genomic prediction. This study is designed to
demonstrate the efficacy of estimating genomic relationship of pools to animals that
constitute the pool and potentially related animals that are not members of the pool. A
random sample of 32 liver samples were selected from two extreme phenotype classes (16
from each). For each phenotypic class, four subpools were formed; subpools were comprised
of four different samples in a 1:2:3:4 ratio. Whole pools were derived from the subpools in
two different arrangements again representing 1:2:3:4 ratios. Actual vs. intended
representation of animals in the subpools and whole pools was assessed by multiple
regression of pooling allele frequencies on animal genotypes. Pooling allele frequencies were
used to derive genomic relationship between subpools or whole pools and animals in the other
phenotypic classes. Pooling allele frequencies yielded similar genomic relationships to the
average of individual genotypes. Weighting animals within subpools or whole pools by their
estimated contribution as determined by regression increased the accuracy of the genomic
relationship of the pool to animals outside the pool due to removal of pool construction error.
Strategies to reduce pool construction error would reduce the cost of genome prediction
without much sacrifice in accuracy as long as the strategy isn’t expensive or time-consuming. 
The accuracy of large pools is less compromised by pool construction error compared to
small pools.
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Introduction

Large scale genotyping using high-density arrays or next-generation sequencing techniques
has revolutionized genetic prediction and identification of causal chromosomal regions
through genome-wide association studies (GWAS). However, effective implementation of
genomic prediction or high-powered GWAS often requires thousands of animals with
phenotypes and genotypes. While genotyping large numbers of phenotyped animals can be
practical in large scale genetic evaluation (seedstock) populations where animals have
phenotypes for large suites of routinely recorded traits, genotyping can be a burdensome
expense when collecting novel traits on commercial animal data sets where only one trait is
recorded.
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Macgregor et al. (2008) demonstrated that DNA pooling can be an effective tool to
reduce genotyping cost with 80% of the information of individual genotyping in GWAS
studies. If costs of collecting phenotypes are much lower than genotyping costs, DNA
pooling can reduce experimental costs by 90%. Our group has demonstrated the utility of
GWAS using DNA pooling for novel trait complexes such as fertility (McDaneld et al., 2014)
and disease resistance (Keele et al., 2015; Keele et al., 2016).

In addition to GWAS, early efforts have been proposed to apply pooling results to
genomic prediction. Sonesson et al. (2010) proposed developing marker predictions from
high and low phenotype groups and applying the resulting predictions to candidates for
selection. An alternative strategy could be estimate genomic relationships between pools and
candidates for selection; for instance, Bell et al. (2017) demonstrated that genomic
relationships could be used to derive estimated breeding values for sires of multiple-sire
progeny in pools of extreme phenotypes. Both of these techniques involve genomic
prediction of animals that are known to have close relationships with animals in the pool.
Prototypes that allow extrapolation of genomic prediction beyond known pedigree
relationships need to be explored. Herein we use a small test-case study to demonstrate the
efficacy of estimating genomic relationships of pools to animals that constitute the pool and
potentially related animals that are not members of the pool.

Materials and Methods

Sample pooling strategy

Liver samples were obtained from a set of 50 Holstein influenced steers with severely
abscessed livers and 50 animals in close chain proximity with no abscesses from a
commercial abattoir. From these pairs of matched samples, 16 samples from abscessed and
16 samples from non-abscessed animals were randomly selected. There were no common
animals between the 2 sets; however, there were likely steers with abscessed livers that were
related to steers with non-abscessed livers.

We used a two-stage pooling process to create pools with a broad range of sample
representation ranging from 1 to 40%. Furthermore, our design creates proportionality in
sample representation that are constant between subpools (stage 1) and whole pools (stage 2)
created from subpools. This proportional two-stage design allowed isolation of source of error
in using pooling for estimation of genomic relationships between animals and pools. We term
these errors sources as ‘pool construction’ (DNA quantity does not match planned quantity)
or ‘technical error’ (caused by inaccurate pooling allele frequency estimates due to errors in
fluorescent dye intensity).

Four subpools were created for each liver phenotype (abscessed/non-abscessed). A
subpool was comprised of four different liver samples in parts of 1:2:3:4 (each part was 0.1 g)
and placed in a 10 ml tube for the designated subpool with 2 ml phosphate buffered saline for
homogenization.  Each liver sample only contributed to one subpool (4 subpools x 4
samples/subpool = 16 samples total per phenotype). Isolation of DNA from the homogenized
pooled sample was by a standard phenol/chloroform extraction protocol.  Then DNA quantity
and quality was determined. Two whole pools were then derived from subpools in two
different arrangements of the four subpools again representing parts of 1:2:3:4. As shown in
Figure 1, 4 different subpools and 2 different whole pools were formed in this fashion for
each liver phenotype. The planned representation of 16 individual animals in each whole
pool was 1% (n=1), 2% (n=2), 3% (n=2), 4% (n=3), 6% (n=2), 8% (n=2), 9% (n=1), 12%
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(n=2), and 16% (n=1).
All 32 animals, 8 subpools, and 4 whole pools were genotyped using the Illumina

BovineHD array. Pooling allele frequencies were derived as X / (X + Y) where X is the red
intensity identifying the ‘A’ allele and Y is the green intensity representing the ‘B’ allele
using the Illumina AB nomenclature.

Summary statistics

We estimated the representation of each of the 32 animals in the 8 subpools and 4 whole
pools using multiple linear regression with pooling allele frequency for whole pool or
subpool as the dependent variable and genotype (number of copies of A allele) / 2 as the
independent variable. The genomic relationship was estimated by VanRaden et al. (2008) on
individual autosomes with pooling allele frequencies for the 8 subpools and 4 whole pools
utilized in a similar fashion to genotypes in the form of copies of allele ‘A’ with the same
modifications as Bell et al. (2016) except we didn’t scale the matrix by the square root of
products of the diagonals. Weighted average genomic relationship was estimated using the
planned representation of animals in the subpools or whole pools or the estimated
representation using regression coefficients. Differences between these average relationships
were indicative of pool construction error.

Results and Discussion

The experimental design allowed the comparison of animal representation between whole
pools and the subpools within them independently of pool construction error. This
comparison is possible because the proportional individual animal contributions in subpools is
preserved in the whole pools. Our findings indicate this proportionality is indeed preserved.
The regression coefficients comparing individual animals within whole pools to the same
animals within subpools were linear with a high r2 (0.99 average); this result indicates that we
can identify a subset of animals within a whole group using pooling. This high accuracy
suggests that technical error is a relatively minor component of pooling error and does not
compromise estimation of individual animal contributions to subpools or whole pools.

Variation in estimated individual animal representation increased with the level of
planned representation (Figure 2). Planned representation of animals ranged from 0-40% in
subpools and from 0-16% in whole pools. Estimated representation was consistently below
planned representation of 20% or 30% in all subpools. This increased variance with
increasing planned representation suggests that pool construction error is more severe for
larger representation in pools as would occur with small pools size with equal representation
of animals. Thus, large pools are less burdened by pool construction error than small pools.
Thus regardless of the objective (GWAS or genomic prediction) we suggest large pool sizes.
Based on relative contributions to these pools in Figure 2, it appears that variance stabilizes
with a planned representation of around 5%, which would correspond to pools sizes of at least
20 animals. This result is complementary to the cost saving advantages of using larges pools.

Accuracy was generally high when estimating the relationship of pools to animals that
were not part of the pools (in this case those of the other phenotypic groups); r2 was 96% for
whole pools with estimated representations, 98% for subpools with estimated representation,
88% for whole pools with planned representation, and 96% for subpools with planned
representation. Accuracy of pooling for estimating the relationship between a group and
related animals (outside the group) was higher for subpools than for whole pools (Figure 3).
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This result is expected because subpools span a broader range in planned representation than
whole pools. Both mean square error and accuracy improve when pool contributions were
adjusted to estimated representation based on regression rather than planned representation.
Effectively using estimated representation removes the pool construction error. In practice
the adjustment for pool c would not be possible because individual animals would not be
genotyped when pooling. Therefore, achieving the benefit of accurate pool construction
would require a different approach. For example, one could replicate pool constructions to
remove the effect of pool construction error assuming that pool constructions are
independent. Again, larger pool size should reduce the effect of pool construction error as
well.

Conclusions

Based on r2 that averaged more than 0.88 in all cases, pooling allele frequency yields similar
genomic relationships to the average of individual genotypes; in this case these averages were
weighted because of planned variation in representation of individual samples, which
normally would not be the case. The increase in accuracy of estimated representation over
planned representation indicates that measures to reduce pool construction error would be
beneficial; in this case, accuracy increased to almost 0.99 in the subpools. Technical error
due to errors in the derivation of pooling allele frequencies seemed to be minor. Strategies
such as using larger pools or replicating pool construction could alleviate pool construction
error.

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the designed relative proportions of tissue from
individual animals used to form subpools and DNA proportions used to form whole pools.
This design was replicated across two different liver phenotypes, abscessed and normal, to
using a total of 32 animal samples.
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Figure 2. Relationship of estimated animal representation within whole pools and subpools
to planned allocation with dashed line where estimated and planned representations are
equal.

Figure 3.  Accuracy (r2) distribution among chromosomes using pooling allele frequency to
estimate the relationship between a group of animals and other animals outside of the group.
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